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Version 5.24.0.03 Release Notes
Version 5.24.0.03 Public Release (inclusive of a few 5.23 release items as indicated)
Important notes PLEASE READ:
1. If you have a crash or program lockup when starting HRD rig control, you can now disable the autoconnect with a command line switch. This will allow you to start the program and then select one of the
Dem-o-Matic rigs in order to troubleshoot potential problems with your PC/Rig interface.
To use the command, start the program by executing “HamRadioDeluxe.exe /noconnect”. This may be
done by editing the shortcut or by going to the “Program Files\Amateur Radio\Ham Radio Deluxe”
folder on the command line. Note that Program Files will have an “x86” after it on 64 bit machines.
2. In DM-780, in order to ensure that your function key labels match with the action of the functions,
please complete the following on first use:
a. Right click on the main DM-780 toolbar
b. Pick customize
c. Pick the keyboard tab
d. Do a reset all
You will likely note (if you haven’t already) that some functions have been moved to different function
keys which are industry standard. The main ones, Send and Stop, are now F4 and F5.
Also please note that if you have previously changed your keyboard layout, this will delete all your key
settings. You may want to just reset the keys for Send and Stop.
Completed items
Logbook
 Add callsign lookup feature that enables the user to set the order of preference of lookup options (5.23)
 Add popup box when sources of callsign lookup do not agree on DXCC country (5.23)
 ALE tracking tick boxes fixed
 ALE frequency entry made more user friendly
 ALE QSL/eQSL/LoTW date fields made to show blank instead of 12/30/1899 when no value present
 Fixed Logbook crash on click of “Show QSOs with this locator” button in ALE
 Fixed Worked tab population
 Fixed slow save
 Fixed “unspecified error” on startup
 Fixed Audio Recorder crashing
 <CNTY> ADIF Export fix for proper formatting when no county, no state or neither
 Fixed the progress bar on ADIF export.
 ALE - Fixed manual QRZ country (if blank).
 Fixed refresh of unwanted fields from worked.
 Changed to “approved field” method of doing lookups in ALE.
 Removed bad callsign lookup filter left from 5.0.
 Added smarts for bad QRZ.com lookup.
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Reset in ALE resets worked tab properly.
My Station:
(DM-780 and Logbook) fixed “Abu-Ail” default My country
• My Station now only editable from Configure > My Station

Ham Radio Deluxe
 Fixed scanning
 FT-450 ATT and Pre buttons now correct
 TS-2000 A/B memory fix
 Elecraft slow down of polling. (for AGC and DX spots)
 FTdx-5000 S-meter discrepancies fixed
 Added “/noconnect” CLI switch to prevent auto connect in HRD.
 Added Turn ON/OFF for IP Logging (HRD/Tools menu) (HRDIPServerLogfile.txt)
 Reorganized HRD/Tools to have Hardware submenu so it fits on screen.
 Fixed Webpage Update (Tools>Webpage update)
DM780





Fixed SSTV folders
Fixed “worked” caching in Logbook and DM.
Fixed ROC interface in DM. (Also updated ROC. Available from http://www.w4pcsoftware.com.)

